Nursery Weekly Overview for Online Learning
Week beg: Monday 8th February 2021
An activity will be available on Tapestry daily.
Please upload evidence of learning each day.
Ongoing Practice for
EYFS

Reading Eggs
Login details were handed
out last term. Please see
message on Tapestry if you
need another login.

Name writing with a capital
letter at the beginning, followed
by lowercase letters, all formed
correctly. Please can children
continue to practise writing their
names. Encourage the children
to use a pincer grip and hold the
pencil/pen near the tip.
Physical challenge –
PE with Joe, Cosmic Yoga, go noodle or any other exercise for
at least 20 minutes each day.

Maths
Wednesday

Focus: To introduce a 5 frame as a form of counting and
recognising amounts.
Learning Intentions: I can see a number of objects without
counting. I can place numbers on a 5 frame.
Key vocabulary:
What can you see?

How many are there?
Key questions:
What can you see?
How many do I have?
Can we put the coins/pancakes on a 5 frame?
Input:
Sing the singing walrus song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR-cfDsHCGA
Explain that we are going to use a 5 frame to help us with
counting objects.

Watch the video of Mrs McCarthy using a 5 frame. Explain that it
helps to find patterns of numbers and in counting an amount.
Task:
Show the children a frying pan with some pancakes (circles of
paper) in that Mr Wolf has made. How many can they see?
Encourage them to have a go at saying the number they see
without counting it first. Introduce how to use the 5 frame to
check and to count.

Repeat with many other pans, encouraging the children to ‘see’
the number first, then checking on the 5 frame.

Challenge:
Can you write the numbers that have been counted.
Understanding the world
(Friday)

Focus To understand how some people celebrate Chinese New
Year.

Creative:
Can you make your own
Chinese dragon mask and
have a go at making your
own Chinese dragon
mask?

Learning Intention:
To understand that Chinese new year is a festival and how

Or have at go at making
your own Chinese lantern.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVClAj8q_lY

Input:
Watch the video of the story of the Great race.

Read story of the Chinese new year great race and talk about
some of the animals in the story. Talk about the years that the
children would be born and which animal year they were born.
Watch this video of how a family celebrates Chinese New Year
and some of the festivities that take place.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8ssHXZ9_qU
Task:
Watch the video of a Chinese dragon dance in Tragalgar square
in London.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tqgPo5HVts
Key questions:
How is the dragon moving?
Is it moving fast or slow?
Is it moving on one level or up and down?
How is the dragon moving?
Is it a real dragon?

How does the music make you feel watching the dance? (happy,
sad, excited)
Can you make your own Chinese dragon mask and make up
your own Chinese dragon dance to the music?
Please upload pictures on Tapestry.
We would love to see the videos of your dragon
dance and pictures of your Dragon mask.
Phonics and writing
Tuesday

This week we will learn a new sound. The letter of the week will
be ‘o’ and we will practice recognising, reading and writing the
sound.
Learning intention:
I can recognise, hear and say the ‘e’ sound.
Key vocabulary:
Phonics, sounds, letter, list
Key question:
Can you hear the sound at the beginning of the word?
Input:
Revisit all of the sounds that the children have learnt so far.
These are:
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, c, g, o
Sing the Jolly Phonics ‘e’ song and bounce patrol song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TmOJh3W90w
Bounce Patrol e
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beaUUPPUT2Y
Can you practice writing the letter ‘e’. If you can cut the piece of
paper into the shape of something beginning with ‘e’
Demonstrate to the children and then encourage them to have a
go in the air.
Tasks:
Say and recognise the ‘e’ sound. Practice writing the e sound on

paper.
Can you use your sound knowledge to write a shopping list for
Mr Wolf? Look at the pictures on Tapestry, say the word and
listen carefully to the sound, have a go at writing the sound so Mr
Wolf can remember what to buy when he goes to the shop.
(egg, milk, pan, tomato)
Play a game.
Write all of the known sounds (s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, c, g, o) twice
on individual pieces of paper. You will be able to play 2 games
using these cards.
Snap – shuffle the cards and share out so each person has the
same amount. Then take it in turns to put a card down on a pile
in the middle. If you both put down the same card then the first
person to say snap is the winner and takes both the cards.
Encourage your child to say the sounds on the card as they
place them down.

Pairs – Using the cards, place all the cards facedown on a floor
or table and ask the child to pick up 2 cards at a time, say the
sounds and then ask them if they match? If they do they can
keep them and put them in a pile, if not they must return the
cards and pick another 2. Keep choosing 2 cards until all the
pairs have been found.

Have fun!

Challenge activity:
Can your child write the letters themselves?
Can your child find any other objects that begin
with the same letter?
Upload your videos or pictures on Tapestry.

Communication and
Language/Literacy
Monday

Read the story of Mr Wolf’s pancakes.
Learning intention:
To listen to stories with increasing attention and recall.
To describe main story settings and characters.
Key vocabulary:
Wolf, flour, milk, egg, basket, pancakes.
Key visuals:
Story book, props of the ingredients and a basket, read made
pancakes.
Input:
Say good morning to the children using makaton.
Explain to the children that we will be introducing a new story
this week.
Show the children the ingredients and see if they know what
could be made from them? Show them a pancake and tell them
it’s a story that has pancakes in it. Have you ever made
pancakes? (save recipe with the day’s upload)

Show the front cover, what do you think the book is about? What
will happen? Show the blurb at the back of the book and ask
what do they think will happen after reading the blurb?

Task:
Draw a picture of what they think may happen at the end of the
story.

Listen to the story in the story time upload. Ask the children
these questions
What happened at the end?
Is that what you thought would happen?
Did you think Mr Wolf would be kind and share?
Did you think Mr Wolf would eat all his unkind neighbours up?
Did you think it was a good ending?
Upload a photo of your picture on Tapestry for us to see your
ending predictions.
Wellbeing/Creative and
Fun
(Thursday)

To follow the instructions on the cosmic yoga and do some
exercise.
Today we are going to focus on keeping healthy and so some
cosmic yoga. Today’s focus one is about a Dragon as on Friday
it is Chinese New year.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NWzS2xziI4

Get ready
Make sure that you are ready.
Wear something comfy to make it ready to move and stretch,
Find a space where you have room to move
Put a yoga mat or towel down to show your exercise space.
Get a drink of water to keep near you
Watch and follow the video carefully.
Key Questions:
How does your body feel before the exercise?
How did you feel after the exercise?
Which part was your favourite?
Remember to have a big drink of water during and after the
exercise.
Singing also makes us happy and I know how much we like
singing in Nursery so thought you may like to try and sing this
sing at home all about pancakes!

